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Energy loss per unit path in grazing collisions with metal surfaces is studied by using the collisional and
dielectric formalisms. Within both theories we make use of the band-structure-based �BSB� model to represent
the surface interaction. The BSB approach is based on a model potential and provides a precise description of
the one-electron states and the surface-induced potential. The method is applied to evaluate the energy lost by
100 keV protons impinging on aluminum surfaces at glancing angles. We found that when the realistic BSB
description of the surface is used, the energy loss obtained from the collisional formalism agrees with the
dielectric one, which includes not only binary but also plasmon excitations. The distance-dependent stopping
power derived from the BSB model is in good agreement with available experimental data. We have also
investigated the influence of the surface band structure in collisions with the Al�100� surface. Surface-state
contributions to the energy loss and electron emission probability are analyzed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When an energetic ion collides with a metal surface with
a glancing angle, it excites conduction electrons of the solid
�1�. The energy lost by the projectile in this process can be
calculated using two different approaches: the dielectric and
collisional formalisms. Results obtained with both theories
depend on the model employed to describe the surface inter-
action. For usual surface potentials the dielectric approach
includes both the binary and collective mechanisms of en-
ergy loss �2–7�. While the former mechanism, also named
electron-hole creation, takes into account single collisions of
the projectile with valence electrons, the latter involves the
collective response of the medium to the incident ion, i.e.,
the excitation of the plasmon field.

The collisional theory, instead, is useful to derive angle
and energy distributions of electrons ejected as a result of the
collision �8�, which are not easily accessible from the dielec-
tric formalism. But it failed to calculate the energy lost by
the projectile when different approximated models were used
to represent the surface interaction �9�. The failure of these
collisional results was attributed to the fact that the compo-
nent of the transferred momentum perpendicular to the sur-
face was absent or included in an average way in the wake
potential. To solve this problem, in a previous work �10� we
proposed an approximate model for the induced potential
that corrects the deficiency, but without including plasmon
excitations.

The purpose of this work is to investigate the performance
of the collisional formalism to evaluate the energy loss when
an accurate description of the surface potential is considered.
To represent the electron-surface interaction we employ the
recently proposed band-structure-based �BSB� model �11�,
which describes the potential at the surface as a finite and
smooth barrier. The BSB model incorporates information

about the band structure of the solid �12� and has been suc-
cessfully applied in several branches �13–16�. It provides not
only the surface-induced potential but also the unperturbed
electronic states, both calculated in a consistent way.

Our study is focused on 100 keV protons impinging at
grazing angles on aluminum surfaces. For Al�111� we ana-
lyze the energy loss derived from the collisional formalism
by comparing the results with those obtained from the dielec-
tric approach. Both theories are evaluated with the same sur-
face interaction, given by the BSB model. Unlike previous
findings, where simpler surface descriptions were considered
�9�, we have found that collisional and dielectric distance-
dependent stopping powers coincide quite well for different
projectile-surface distances. In addition, we investigated the
importance of the surface band structure by considering the
Al�100� surface. For this crystal orientation the presence of
an occupied surface state is expected to introduce changes in
the energy loss and electron emission spectra.

The work is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
the theoretical models, in Sec. III, results are presented and
discussed, and Sec. IV contains the conclusions. Atomic
units are used unless otherwise stated �e2=�=me=1�.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

We consider a heavy projectile �P� of charge ZP and mass
MP impinging at grazing angles with velocity v on a solid
surface �S�. As a result of the collision, an electron �e� of the
conduction band of the solid, initially in the state i, is excited
to a final state f . The frame of reference is fixed to the posi-
tion of the topmost atomic layer, with the ẑ axis perpendicu-
lar to the surface, aiming toward the vacuum region.

For glancing impact angles, the classical path of the ion
can be divided into differential portions parallel to the sur-
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face at different distances Z. In every portion, the component
of the ion velocity perpendicular to the surface can be ne-
glected and the projectile position at a given time t reads
R�t�= (Rs�t� ,Z), where Rs�t�=vt denotes the coordinates par-
allel to the surface plane.

For the considered one-active-electron system, the elec-
tronic Hamiltonian reads

H�t� = H0 + VPe�t� , �1�

where H0=−1/2�r
2+VSe represents the unperturbed Hamil-

tonian, and VSe and VPe�t� are the interactions of the electron
with the solid surface and the projectile, respectively. The
potential VPe�t� includes the shielding of the projectile inter-
action produced by the presence of the other valence elec-
trons, being

VPe�r,t� = − ZP/�r − R�t�� + Vind�r,t� , �2�

where Vind�r , t� is the surface potential induced by the inci-
dent ion.

We use the BSB model to describe the surface interactions
VSe and Vind. In the BSB model, translational invariance in
the plane parallel to the surface is assumed and the eigen-
functions of H0 are expressed as

�ks,n
�r� =

1

2�
exp�irs · ks��n�z� , �3�

where r= �rs ,z� is the electron position vector, ks is the elec-
tron momentum parallel to the surface, and E=ks

2 /2+�n is
the eigenenergy. The one-dimensional functions �n�z� and
their corresponding eigenenergies �n are obtained by solving
the one-electron Schrödinger equation associated with the
realistic one-dimensional model potential of Ref. �11�. This
potential describes in an appropriate way the main character-
istics of the surface band structure such as the surface band
gap and the surface state. In the resolution of the one-
dimensional Schrödinger equation we employ a slab geom-
etry with the following representation for �n�z�:

�n�z� =
1
�L

�
j=−N

N

an�j�exp�i
2�j

L
z̃	 , �4�

where L is a normalization length and 2N+1 is the number
of basis functions. The coordinate z̃=z+dS is measured with
respect to the center of the slab, which is placed at a distance
dS from the surface atomic plane, and the coefficients an�j�
are numerically evaluated.

The BSB induced potential is obtained in linear response
theory by employing the BSB electronic states, given by Eq.
�3�. It is expressed as

Vind�r,t� = ZP
 d2qs

�2��2eiqs·�rs−vt�Wind�qs,z,Z;�� , �5�

where Wind�qs ,z ,Z ;�� is the Fourier transform respect to rs

and t of the induced interaction obtained within the random-
phase approximation, and �=qs ·v.

In this work we are interested in evaluating the energy
loss per unit path length, S�Z�, when the ion moves parallel
to the surface at a given distance Z. This magnitude, also

called distance-dependent stopping power, will be calculated
by employing the BSB model within two different ap-
proaches: the collisional and the dielectric approximations.

A. Collisional BSB approximation

Within the collisional formalism, when the projectile
moves at a distance Z from the surface, the transition prob-
ability per unit path reads

Pif�Z� =
2�

v
�e��	��Tif�2, �6�

where Tif denotes the T-matrix element for the inelastic tran-
sition �kis,ni

→�kfs,nf
, �e=2 takes into account the spin

states, and v= �v�. In Eq. �6�, the � function imposes the
energy conservation 	=v · �k fs−kis�−Eif, where kis�k fs� is
the initial �final� electron momentum parallel to the surface
and Eif =Ef −Ei is the energy gained by the electron or lost by
the projectile in the transition, with Ei�Ef� being the initial
�final� electron energy.

Using the BSB model to represent the surface interaction,
the transition matrix within first-order perturbation theory
�17� reads

Tif
�BSB� =

− ZP

�2��3L
�

j=−N

N

anf

* �j� �
j�=−N

N

ani
�j��


 � 2�2��2exp�− i Qjj��Z + dS��

qs
2 + Qjj�

2

+ W̃ind�qs,Qjj�,Z;��� , �7�

where W̃ind�qs ,qz ,Z ;�� is the Fourier transform with respect
to z of the screening function Wind�qs ,z ,Z ;��, qs=k fs−kis is
the electronic momentum transfer parallel to the surface, and
Qjj�=2��j− j�� /L.

The collisional distance-dependent stopping power is de-
rived from Eq. �6� by multiplying Pif by the lost energy and
adding over all possible initial and final states:

Scol
�BSB��Z� = �

nf

�
ni


 dk fs
 dkis��− EW − Ei�


��Ef + EW�EifPif�Z� , �8�

where � is the unitary Heaviside function and EW is the
work function. The function ��−EW−Ei� has been intro-
duced in Eq. �8� to restrict the initial states to those contained
inside the Fermi sphere, while ��Ef +EW� takes into account
the Pauli exclusion principle.

B. Dielectric BSB approximation

Within the dielectric formalism, the energy lost by the
projectile per unit path is expressed in terms of the retarding
force produced by the induced potential Vind, which also acts
on the projectile. Then, it reads
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Sdie�Z� = −
1

v

 dr��ext�r�,t�

�Vind�r�,t�
�t

, �9�

where �ext�r� , t� represents the incident-particle charge den-
sity. In our case, �ext corresponds to a point charge ZP mov-
ing parallel to the surface with velocity v at a distance Z
from the surface, i.e.,

�ext�r�,t� = ZP��r�s − vt���z� − Z� , �10�

with r�= �r�s ,z��. Employing the induced potential derived
from the BSB model �Eq. �5�� and making use of the parity
properties of Wind, the dielectric distance-dependent stopping
power reads �3�

Sdie
�BSB��Z� = −

2ZP
2

v

 dqs

�2��2qs · v ��qs · v�


 Im�Wind�qs,Z,Z;qs · v�� . �11�

III. RESULTS

The collisional system composed of 100 keV protons im-
pinging on an aluminum surface with a glancing incidence
angle is here employed as a benchmark for the theory. For
this particular system, experimental data have been reported
in Ref. �18�. Here, we show results for two different crystal
surfaces: Al�111� and Al�100�. We use the Fermi energy EF
=11.27 eV, the work functions EW=4.24 and 4.4 eV, and the
interplanar distances 4.388 and 3.80 a.u. for the �111� and
�100� crystal orientations, respectively �11�.

The one-dimensional Schrödinger equation corres-
ponding to the BSB model is solved with the plane-wave
basis set of Eq. �4�. The parameters used to describe
the Al�111� �Al�100�� surface are N=170 �220�, L
=394.92 �342.038� a.u., and dS=155.77 �134.9� a.u.

Within the collisional formalism, the evaluation of the
energy loss per unit path involves a sum of four-dimensional
integrals �see Eq. �8��. We solve analytically one of these

integrals by means of the � function contained in Eq. �6�,
whereas the others are calculated by employing the Monte
Carlo numerical technique with a relative error of less than
3%. To reduce computing time, the sum over the quantum
number nf contained in Scol

�BSB��Z� is evaluated by interpolat-
ing values for the highest nf, where the terms of the sum
smoothly decrease. As the use of a discrete basis set imposes
a limit in the minimum momentum transfer, we have intro-
duced a cutoff k�0.1 a.u. around the minimum value of kfs
for electronic transitions with �nf

−EW.
Within the dielectric approach, the distance-dependent

stopping power is obtained from Eq. �11�. In this case, the
integrals are calculated numerically with a relative error of
�1%.

A. Energy loss

We start the study by considering the �111� crystal orien-
tation. In Fig. 1 we plot the distance-dependent stopping
power for the Al�111� surface, as a function of the projectile
distance to the topmost atomic layer. Collisional and dielec-
tric BSB results of the energy loss are displayed in the figure,
and both curves run very close to each other for the different
Z values. This agreement can be considered as an indication
of the good behavior of the collisional BSB theory. The col-
lisional approach strongly depends on the model used to rep-
resent the surface potential. It requires a precise description
of the momentum transfer perpendicular to the surface, and
when the usual induced potentials were used, questionable
values of the energy loss—larger than dielectric ones—were
found �9�. The electronic momentum transferred in the col-
lision, Q= �qs ,Qjj��, is contained in Scol

�BSB��Z� through the
Fourier transform of VPe, as given by Eq. �7�. Since in the

BSB model, W̃ind properly represents the distribution of the
perpendicular momentum Qjj�, it leads to reliable collisional
results for the energy loss. These collisional values are simi-
lar to those derived from the dielectric formalism, which
includes binary plus collective excitations. The separation

FIG. 1. Energy loss per unit path, S�Z�, as a
function of the projectile distance to the topmost
atomic layer, for 100 keV protons impinging on
Al�111� surfaces. Thick solid and dashed lines,
collisional and dielectric BSB approximations,
respectively; dotted line, experimentally derived
data for 120 keV proton impact, extracted from
Ref. �18�. Thin solid lines, partial contributions
from in-E, out-E, and I processes, as explained in
the text.
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between the collisional and dielectric BSB curves for Z
�3.5 a.u. might be attributed to a poor description of the
low-transferred-momentum region, due to the use of a dis-
crete basis. In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 1, colli-
sional BSB values display a very good agreement with ex-
perimentally derived data for a slightly different impact
energy, which were extracted from Ref. �18�. The underesti-
mation of the experimental values for Z�0.5 a.u. can be
attributed to inner-shell excitations, which are relevant for
small distances to the topmost atomic layer �4�.

The collisional approach allows us to separate easily the
contributions to the energy loss coming from the different
electronic processes. In this work, we have classified the fi-
nal collision channels according to the �nf

values, taking into
account that final states with total energy Ef =kfs

2 /2+�nf
lower than −EW are initially occupied and transitions to such
states are forbidden. Allowed electronic transitions were
grouped as inner excitation �in-E�, outer excitation �out-E�,
and ionization �I� processes. The excitation processes corre-
spond to transitions to final states bound to the surface, with
�nf

0,�nf
being lower �higher� than −EW for the in-E

�out-E� mechanism. The I process, instead, corresponds to
electrons ejected outside or inside the solid, and it is associ-
ated with final electronic states with �nf

�0. In Fig. 1 we also
show the collisional energy losses corresponding to the dif-
ferent electronic processes as a function of the Z distance.
The in-E mechanism dominates in the whole range of con-
sidered Z distances, contributing 40% more than the I pro-
cess. At small distances from the surface, the out-E energy
loss is lower than the I contribution, but it increases as Z
augments, dominating over the I process for large Z values.

In a detailed examination of the proposed approximation,
we analyze the differential distribution of energy loss
dS /dEif, which is derived from Eq. �8� taking into consider-
ation that S�Z� can be also expressed as S�Z�
=�dEif�dS /dEif�. Collisional and dielectric BSB values of
dS /dEif are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the lost energy.
We consider the projectile distance Z=4.2 a.u., for which the
surface plasmon contribution is expected to be important.
The dielectric BSB distribution displays a pronounced peak
at the surface plasmon frequency �s �shifted due to the plas-
mon dispersion�, which is associated with the collective ab-
sorption of energy due to plasmon excitations. But this peak
is not present in the collisional BSB curve, which shows a
smoothly decreasing behavior. While for high values of Eif
both theories agree, indicating that they are describing
head-on Coulomb collisions, at low energies the collisional
approach gives a larger contribution than the dielectric one.
The reason behind this effect is that the surface plasmon has
a finite width and is coupled to the electron-hole continuum.
As a consequence of this coupling, in the dielectric formal-
ism that describes the energy deposition in a many-body sys-
tem of interacting particles, there is a reduction of the
strength for low-energy single-particle excitations. However,
in the collisional formalism, where—by construction—the
transferred energy is finally absorbed by a single independent
electron, the weight of the collective and many-particle ex-
citations is distributed among low-energy single-particle ex-
citations �19�. This may be seen as if the collisional model

averaged contributions from collective excitations. The in-
creased probability for low-energy excitations in the colli-
sional formalism compensates the lack of plasmon excita-
tions. As a result, the stopping power values given by the two
models are very similar �Fig. 1�.

B. Band structure effect

With the aim of studying the influence of the surface crys-
tal structure we have considered the Al�100� surface. This
crystal surface presents an occupied surface state located at
the energy −7.15 eV measured from the vacuum level,
whose contribution is estimated to be more important than in
the case of Al�111�, as a consequence of its proximity to the
Fermi level. Since the BSB model incorporates information
about the band structure of the solid, the presence of surface
states should produce some effect on the BSB energy loss. In
Fig. 3�a� we plot the distance-dependent stopping power for
the Al�100� surface, as a function of the projectile distance to
the topmost atomic layer. Again, collisional and dielectric
approximations are in good agreement, indicating the reli-
ability of the collisional BSB method. Note that at the con-
sidered impact energy, BSB results for the two crystal
orientations—�111� and �100�—are very similar; they differ
by only about 5%. Collisional BSB values derived without
including the surface state are also shown in Fig. 3�a�. We
observe that when the surface state is excluded from the
calculation, the collisional BSB theory underestimates the
value of the energy loss. The contribution of the surface state
increases for large Z values, where the excitation probability
from internal bound states is lower. In Fig. 3�b� one can see
that the presence of the surface state essentially affects the
excitation processes �in-E and out-E mechanisms� while for
the ionization process its contribution is smaller.

For Al�100� we also analyze differential electron emission
spectra, which are expected to reveal detailed information
about the crystal surface. The differential probability of va-

FIG. 2. Differential distribution of energy loss per unit path,
dS /dEif, as a function of the transferred energy, for Al�111� sur-
faces. The projectile distance is Z=4.2 a.u., measured with respect
to the topmost atomic layer. Solid and dashed lines, collisional and
dielectric BSB approximations, respectively.
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lence emission per unit path dP�Z� /dk f is derived from Eq.
�6� by defining the final electron momentum as k f

= �k fs ,kfz�, with kfz=�2�nf
, as in Ref. �17�. In the BSB

model, for each positive energy �nf
two functions �nf

are
associated: the symmetric and the antisymmetric one �classi-
fied according to symmetry properties with respect to a plane

parallel to the surface and placed in the middle of the slab�.
Then, the wave functions given by Eq. �4� do not allow us to
distinguish the internal ionization process, associated with
electrons emitted inside the solid, from the external ioniza-
tion process, which corresponds to the emission of electrons
toward the vacuum semispace. As a first estimation, in pre-
vious calculations �17� we considered that electrons ejected
to the vacuum region were about 50% of the total ionized
valence electrons. Here we have replaced this assumption by
defining the final wave function associated with emission to
the vacuum as a lineal combination of the symmetric and
antisymmetric �nf

states. The coefficients of this transforma-
tion are obtained by matching the final wave function with
the one corresponding to the external ionization process for
the jellium surface potential �Eq. �A4� of Ref. �8��, for an
arbitrary position in the vacuum side, far from the surface.
The total emission probability along the whole trajectory is
obtained by integrating dP�Z� /dk f on the classical ion path.
It has been calculated by representing the P-S interaction
with the Molière potential �20� plus the dynamic image po-
tential given in Ref. �21�.

Figure 4 shows the differential emission probability
dP /dk f as a function of the electron energy, for the incidence
angle �i=1°. Collisional BSB probabilities for three electron
observation angles �e=20°, 45°, and 90°, measured with re-
spect to the surface in the scattering plane, are displayed in
the figure. Even though the collisional BSB method is found
to overestimate low-energy excitations �see Fig. 2�, this ef-
fect should not affect electron emission spectra for final en-
ergies Ef �10 eV. In Fig. 4 emission probabilities derived
from the collisional BSB approximation are compared with
values obtained from the same theory but without consider-
ing the surface state. We observe that the presence of the
surface state introduces small differences for the angles �e
=45° and 90°, while for �e=20° the contribution of the sur-
face state is negligible. Thus, for the considered collisional
system the effect of the surface band structure on emission
spectra seems to be of a lesser order, and it can only be
appreciated in excitation processes.

FIG. 3. Similar to Fig. 1 for Al�100� surfaces. Dash-dotted line,
collisional BSB approximation without including the surface state.
�a� Total energy loss per unit path. �b� Partial contributions from in-
E, out-E, and I processes.

FIG. 4. Electron emission probability from
the valence band for 100 keV protons impinging
on Al�100� surfaces with the incidence angle �i

=1°. Three electron ejection angles �e=20°, 45°,
and 90°, in the scattering plane, are displayed.
Collisional BSB results: solid line, including the
surface state; dash-dotted line, without including
the surface state.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the energy loss per unit path using the
BSB model within two different formalisms: the collisional
and dielectric theories. Both methods were applied to protons
scattered by aluminum surfaces. Unlike previous findings,
where simpler surface descriptions were considered, we
found that collisional and dielectric distance-dependent stop-
ping powers coincide quite well for different projectile-
surface distances. This agreement can be associated with the
proper description of the perpendicular momentum distribu-
tion given by the BSB induced potential. The absence of
plasmon excitations in the collisional model is compensated
by a higher probability for low-energy excitations. The BSB
model provides values of the distance-dependent stopping
power that are in good agreement with experimental results
�18�. Moreover, the collisional BSB approximation allowed
us to analyze the different contributions to the lost energy.
The main contribution comes from excitation processes to
final states with perpendicular energy lower than Fermi level,
while the energy lost by the ionization mechanism is around
40% smaller.

Since the BSB model incorporates features of the surface
band structure, we also studied its influence on the energy

loss by considering the Al�100� surface. This crystal surface
presents an initially occupied surface state, whose contribu-
tion was found to be important for excitation processes, es-
pecially at long distances from the surface. In the ionization
process, the presence of the surface state plays a minor role,
and only affects weakly emission spectra for electron obser-
vation angles �e� 45°.
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